ALLA CORRENTE
Constantino Brumidi
Constantino Brumidi (July 26, 1805 - February 19, 1880) was a Greek/Italian-American historical painter,
best known and honored for his fresco work in the Capitol Building in Washington, DC. He was born in
Rome; his father was Greek and his mother was Italian. After studying at the Italian Academy of Arts,
he showed his talent for fresco painting and painted in several Roman palaces, among them that of Prince
Torlonia. Under Pope Gregory XVI he worked for three years in the Vatican as a fresco artist.
The occupation of Rome by French forces in 1849 apparently convinced Brumidi that he had to emigrate. He
had joined the short-lived Roman Republic of the Risorgimento and with its collapse he saw that there was no
future for him or his artistic talent in Rome. So he sailed for the United States, where he became a naturalized
citizen in 1852 at the age of forty-seven. Taking up his residence in New York City, he painted a number of
portraits. Following these, he undertook more important works, the primary one being a fresco of
the Crucifixion in St. Stephen’s Church, for which he also painted a Martyrdom of St. Stephen and an
Assumption of Mary. He also painted frescoes at Taylor’s Chapel in Baltimore, Maryland.
In 1854 Brumidi went to Mexico, where he painted an allegorical representation of the Holy Trinity in the
cathedral of Mexico City. On his way back to New York, he stopped in Washington, DC and visited the U.S.
Capitol. Impressed by the possibility of decorating its vast interior wall spaces, he offered his services for that
purpose to Quartermaster General Montgomery C. Meigs. Brumidi’s offer was accepted, and around this
time he was commissioned as a captain of cavalry.
Brumidi created artworks in the House of Representatives Chamber, many committee rooms, the President’s
Room, the Senate Reception Room, and throughout the corridors of the Capitol. His first art work in the Capitol Building was in the meeting room of the House Committee on Agriculture. At first he received eight dollars
a day, which Jefferson Davis, then Secretary of War of the United States, helped increase to ten dollars. His
work attracted such favorable attention that he was given further commissions, and gradually settled into the
position of a Government painter. His chief work in Washington was done in the rotunda of the Capitol and
included the Apotheosis of George Washington in the dome and the Frieze of American History, which contains allegorical scenes from American history. His work in the rotunda was left unfinished at his death, but
he had decorated many other sections of the building, most notably hallways in the Senate side of the Capitol
now known as the Brumidi Corridors. Brumidi was a capable, if conventional painter, and his black and white
modeling in his works in the Capitol, in imitation of bas-relief, is strikingly effective.
He also painted St. Peter and St. Paul in the Cathedral-Basilica of Sts. Peter and Paul in Philadelphia. He also
decorated the entrance hall of Saleaudo, located at Frederick, Maryland, and listed on the National Register
of Historic Places.
In 1860, Brumidi married an American woman named Lola Germon. There is no information about his first
(Italian) marriage, but he did keep in contact with a daughter, Elena, who had remained in Rome.
On February 18, 1880, Brumidi died at his home in Washington, DC. He died in relative poverty, but Congressional records indicate that he was well-paid over the years of work on the Capitol. Originally, his salary
was pegged to the annual salaries awarded to United States Congressmen, but this was eventually changed to
a per diem ranging from eight to ten dollars. The largest work commissioned for the Capitol rotunda project
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(which was also his most famous work), the Apotheosis of George Washington was contracted for a lump sum
of $40,000. Brumidi received all but the $500 reserved for completion of the rotunda project since it was left
unfinished at his death.
In the Apotheosis Brumidi has depicted the old General and first President sitting in majesty, flanked on the
right by the Goddess of Liberty and on his left by a winged figure of Fame sounding a trumpet and holding
a palm frond aloft in a symbol of victory. Thirteen female figures stand in a semi-circle around Washington,
representing the thirteen original states. On the outer ring of the canopy, six allegorical groupings surround
him, representing classical images of agriculture, arts and sciences, commerce, war, mechanics, and marine.
This image of Washington, which was painted in 1865, reflects a vision of Washington that appealed to the
American public just after his death. Brumidi’s depiction of Washington in the Apotheosis served as a powerful symbol of the immortalization of the nation’s hero. Brumidi’s talent shown in this and his other works in
the Capitol has led to his being called the Michelangelo of the Capitol.
-Dr. James J. Boitano
(Adapted from Wikipedia and xroads.virginia.edu)

THE APOTHEOSIS OF WASHINGTON
by Constantino Brumidi
The Apotheosis of Washington depicts George Washington becoming a god (apotheosis). Washington, the first
U.S. president and commander-in-chief of the Continental Army during the American Revolutionary War, is
allegorically represented, surrounded by figures from classical mythology. Washington is draped in purple,
a royal color, with a rainbow arch at his feet, flanked by the goddess Victoria (draped in green, using a horn)
to his left and the goddess Liberty to his right. Liberty wears a red Phrygian cap, symbolizing emancipation,
from a Roman tradition where sons leaving the home and/or slaves being emancipated would be given a red
cap. She holds a fasces in her right hand and an open book in the other.
Forming a circle between Liberty and Victory are 13 maidens, each with a star above her head, representing the original 13 colonies. Several of the maidens have their backs turned to Washington, said to represent
the colonies that had seceded from the Union at the time of painting. Upside down above Washington is the
banner E Pluribus Unum meaning “out of many, one.”
Surrounding Washington, the two goddesses and the 13 maidens are six scenes lining the perimeter, each
representing a national concept allegorically: from directly below Washington in the center and moving clockwise, “War,” “Science,” “Marine,” “Commerce,” “Mechanics,” and “Agriculture.” The perimeter scenes are
not fully visible from the floor of the Capitol.

APOTHEOSIS SCENE DECRIPTIONS
War
Freedom, also known as Columbia, is directly below Washington in the personification of War. The scene depicts a woman fighting for liberty with a raised
sword, a cape, and a helmet and shield (in the colors of the American flag)
trampling figures representing Tyranny and Kingly Power. To Freedom’s left assisting her is a fierce bald eagle (the bald eagle is the national bird of the United
States) carrying arrows and a thunderbolt (reminiscent of the arrows carried by
the eagle in the Great Seal of the United States).
Science
Minerva, the Roman goddess of crafts and wisdom, is portrayed with helmet
and spear pointing to an electrical generator creating power stored in batteries next to a printing press, representing great American inventions. American
scientists and inventors Benjamin Franklin, Samuel F. B. Morse, and Robert
Fulton watch. In the left part of the scene a teacher demonstrates the use of
dividers.
Marine
This scene shows Neptune, the Roman sea-god, with trident and crown of seaweed riding in a shell chariot drawn by sea horses. Venus, goddess of love born
from the sea, is depicted helping to lay the transatlantic telegraph cable which
ran from America to the Telegraph Field in Ireland. In the background is an
ironclad warship with smokestacks.
Commerce
Mercury, the Roman god of commerce, with his winged petasos and sandals
and a caduceus, is depicted giving a bag of gold to American Revolutionary
War financier Robert Morris. To the left, men move a box on a dolly; on the
right, the anchor and sailors lead into “Marine.”

Mechanics
Vulcan, the Roman god of fire and the forge, is depicted standing at an anvil
with his foot on a cannon next to a pile of cannonballs. A steam engine is in the
background. The man at the forge is thought to represent Charles Thomas, the
supervisor of ironwork during the construction of the Capitol dome.
Agriculture
Ceres, the Roman goddess of agriculture, is shown with a wreath of wheat and a
cornucopia, symbol of plenty, while sitting on a McCormick mechanical reaper.
The personification of Young America in a liberty cap holds the reins of the
horses, while the goddess Flora gathers flowers in the foreground.

